
Streamline front-office processes with this affordable  
document scanner that combines the versatility of a  
flatbed with the convenience of a high-speed 50-page  
ADF to tackle virtually any task.

Compact, affordable,
fast and versatile

The smallest footprint in its class 
1 - Based on data from the websites and brochures of the top five best-selling competitive scanner models in EMEA  
for the full year 2015 according to InfoSource Document Management Scanner Sales Full Year 2015.

WorkForce DS-1630 and WorkForce DS-1660W

Efficient

Compact Collaborative

Versatile

With one of the fastest scan speeds in its 
class at up to 25ppm, and a 50-page ADF, 
this compact and robust flatbed scanner  
will streamline workflows by allowing users  
to rapidly scan a large array of documents  
in the office. 

With the smallest footprint in its class1,  
this scanner is the perfect compact solution 
that can be positioned in front offices and 
customer-facing environments with space 
restrictions, as well as back office workgroups. 

Epson’s scanning software packages enable 
instant sharing and storing of scanned 
files, integrating with existing document 
management systems.

Scan a wide range of documents, including 
books, bound documents, passports, delicate 
items and even documents over three metres 
long in one action. The ability to convert paper 
documents to Microsoft Office and PDF 
formats saves time and minimises the risk  
of inputting errors.



Intelligent imaging
In-built intelligent colour and image adjustment features such as auto crop,  
skew correction, blank page and background removal offer easy image 
enhancement with Epson Image Processing Technology.

Easy sharing and storage
Create up to 30 jobs and take advantage of easy, one-touch scanning to 
folders, email and online storage accounts with Epson Document Capture 
software compatible with Windows or Mac environments.

Flexible connectivity
USB 3.0 connectivity means there is no slow down, even at 300dpi high 
resolution. The Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Direct connectivity (DS-1660W) and optional 
network panel (DS-1630) offer a wide choice of integration options. 

DS-1660W shown above DS-1630 with optional network panel

Powerful imaging  
technology

WorkForce DS-1630 and WorkForce DS-1660W
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Performance Connectivity
Uninterrupted operation
Featuring TWAIN and ISIS drivers, the scanners can be easily integrated  
with existing document management systems, seamlessly integrating  
into a customer’s workflow.


